We report resonant funneling of terahertz (THz) waves through (9 + 1) nm wide quantum dots-nanogap of cadmium selenide quantum dots silver nanogap metamaterials. We observed a giant THz intensity enhancement (>10 4 ) through the quantum dots-nanogap at the resonant frequency. We, further report the experimentally measured effective mode indices for these metamaterials. A finite difference time domain simulation of the nanogap enabled by the quantum dots supports the experimentally measured THz intensity enhancement across the nanogap. We propose that these low effective mode index terahertz resonators will be useful as bio/chemical sensors, gain-enhanced antennas, and wave guides.
is an extremely important technique in bio=chemical sensing.
6) The characteristic vibration frequencies of protein and DNA molecules lie in the terahertz regime. Furthermore, THz-TDS spectroscopy is a non-invasive technique for bio=chemical sensing because the THz energy is only a few milli-electronvolts. Terahertz antennas play a very important role in label-free bio=chemical sensing 7) by focusing the THz waves into an extremely small volume where the analytes could be spread in extremely low concentration (e.g., a few femto-molar). In addition, we know that funneling of THz waves through a metal nanogap leads to huge field enhancements. 8, 10) Enormous absorption enhancement of THz waves in molecules 11) or quantum dots (QDs) 12) inside the nanogap have been observed due to THz antennas. 13, 14) When the absorption spectrum of absorptive molecules matches the resonance mode of the wave guide, there will be significant changes in the shape or magnitude of the transmission spectrum compared to that of off-resonant molecules. 12, 15) These changes at resonance enhance the sensitivity of terahertz-resonators-based sensing devices, allowing detection of extremely small amounts of bio=chemical molecules.
Low index metamaterials enhance the gain and directionality of planar antennas 16) in the THz regime. For a qualitative understanding of the effect of effective mode index on the directionality of transmitted THz pulses, let us apply the approximate Snell's relation, n 1 sin θ 1 = n 2 sin θ 2 to the nanogap and air interface of the sample on the detection side. Here, n 1 is the effective mode index of the nanogap, θ 1 the incident angle of the THz pulse at the nanogap and air interface, n 2 the refractive index of air, and θ 2 the refraction angle of the outgoing pulse from the normal plane (the plane passing through the nanogap). It is clear from this relation that because n 1 is smaller, the outgoing beam will be closer to the normal. Thus, n 1 governs the directionality of the outgoing THz pulse. Furthermore, the introduction of absorptive bio=chemical molecules such as DNA 15) into the low index medium of the wave-guide enormously affects the propagating modes and transmitted electric field. 17) Recently, results regarding fabrication or mostly theoretical proposals of negative, 18, 19) near zero, [20] [21] [22] [23] low, 16, 24, 25) and extremely high 26) mode index metamaterials have been published. In this letter, we demonstrate cadmium selenide (CdSe) QDs-silver nanogap terahertz resonators with a 10,000 fold THz intensity enhancement across the nanogap. Using THz-TDS, we determined the effective mode indices of the nanogaps of two different CdSe QDs-nanogap terahertz resonators. Here, we emphasize "QDs" due to the key role played by the QDs in deciding the width of the nanogap. In other words, the width of the nanogap is enabled by the size of the QDs and that of the linker molecules.
27) The effective mode indices of the QDs-nanogap of these metamaterials were found to be lower than those reported with other nanogap materials as spacers.
10) Furthermore, we propose that these resonators will be useful in detecting extremely small amounts of bio=chemical molecules (e.g., DNA and proteins) due to the enhanced terahertz intensity across the nanogap and the directivity enabled by the low effective mode index of the nanogap. The terahertz intensity enhancement values are corroborated by a finite difference time domain (FDTD) simulation across the nanogap.
We fabricated QDs-nanogap metamaterials with periodic dimensions using self-assembly lithography. 27) This process is shown schematically in Fig. 1(a) . The whole process consists of three steps. First, using photo-lithography, we patterned a periodic photoresist (PR) structure R1 of length 50 µm, width 300 µm, and thickness 600 nm. We also patterned another PR structure R2 of length 20 µm, width 20 µm, and thickness 600 nm. The periodicity of R1 and R2 was 100 and 40 µm, respectively. Second, we deposited a 200 nm thick silver film after depositing 10 nm of chrome as an adhesive layer. After lifting off the PR pattern by sonicating the sample in acetone, we obtained a metal pattern as shown in Fig. 1(a-1) . We used dithiol-functionalized CdSe QDs 27) dispersed in toluene and dipped the pattern into the QDs solution for five minutes. The pattern was then rinsed with toluene to remove the unattached QDs [ Fig. 1(a-2) ]. We then deposited a 100 nm and 180 nm silver film for R1 and R2, respectively [ Fig. 1(a-3) ]. In the final step, we used scotch tape, stuck it on the top layer and lifted the tape to remove the top second layer, known as the planarization method.
10) Thus, we get a planarized silver-CdSe QDs-silver metamaterial with rings of QDs-nanogaps of width (9 ± 1 nm) as shown in Fig. 1(a-4) . The optical micrograph in the reflection mode for R1 can be seen in Fig. 1 (b). It shows a rectangular ring shape of QDs-nanogap of length (l = 300 µm) and width (b = 50 µm). The transmission mode optical micrograph for R2 is shown in Fig. 1 (c). It shows white light transmitted through the rings of the QDs-nanogap. The length (l = 20 µm) and width (b = 20 µm) of the rings of the QDsnanogap metamaterial were chosen to achieve a high resonance frequency arising from the shape resonance. [29] [30] [31] Figure 1(d) represents the THz transmission set-up used for the measurements performed over these two resonators. A top view of the QDs-nanogap silver metamaterial is shown in the schematic diagram of Fig. 1(d) . The zoomed-in schematic diagram of the nanogap shows CdSe QDs of mean size 4.5 ± 0.5 nm with 1,8-octanedithiol as linker molecules forming the nanogap of the metamaterial. The enhanced field in the nanogap is shown schematically in red. In the measurement set-up, the THz pulses emitted from a photoconductive antenna 28) were focused by parabolic mirrors (not shown in the schematic) and passed through a sample with a 2 mm=1 mm aluminum aperture. The direction of the incident electric field (polarization) was perpendicular to the length, l of the quantum dots-nanogap ring, which is shown through a coordinate system in Fig. 1(d) . The THz pulses are considered to be uniform before the aperture. The transmitted terahertz pulses were further focused and guided by parabolic mirrors (NA 0.32) [shown in Fig. 1(d) ] and finally detected as a function of the delay time with respect to the optical pulses via electro-optic sampling 1) using a (110)-oriented and 1-mm-thick ZnTe crystal. The frequency domain spectra were obtained by taking the Fourier transforms of the time domain amplitudes.
Figure 2(a) shows the time trace of the transmitted electric field amplitude through a bare sapphire, with a 2 × 2 mm 2 aluminum aperture as reference, and through the sample R1. The incident terahertz pulse was linearly polarized in the direction perpendicular to the length of the nanogap. The Fourier transform spectrum of the time domain amplitude through the sample was normalized with the spectrum of the reference. Figure 2 (b) shows a normalized field amplitude of the terahertz pulse transmitted through R1. The Lorentz fit of the spectrum shows a resonance peak at 0.3 THz. This resonance behavior of the ring-shaped QDs-nanogap originates in the shape of the nanogap. 29) This nanogap behaves as a nanoresonator with a resonance frequency governed by the total length of the nanogap ring, L = 2(l + b), where l and b are the length and width of the ring, respectively, as shown in Fig. 1(d) . The relation between the resonant wavelength and the total length of the ring is given by Eq. (5). The normalized electric field amplitude obtained through R2 is shown in Fig. 2(c) . The Lorentz fit of the spectrum shows a resonance frequency at 1.4 THz. Thus, we can see that the resonance frequency of a metamaterial can be tuned by varying the total length of the resonator. Tuning the resonance frequency of the QDs-nanogap metamaterial is very important to overlap it with the absorption spectrum of the analyte molecule and therefore help in the resonant absorption of THz by the bio=chemical molecules under observation.
To estimate the field enhancement from a far-field THz-TDS measurement, we first measured the transmitted electric field through a substrate and an aperture, E sub far at a ZnTe detector. We then measured the electric field through the nanogap, E gap far , and then calculated the normalized amplitude, t, i.e., 
We estimated the field enhancement factor (F ) using the Kirchhoff integral formalism. 9) The Kirchhoff integral formalism relates the near field at the nanogap to a far field measured at the detector. The integral takes into account the total area covered by the nanogap and the area occupied by the incident beam. This formalism is discussed in details elsewhere. [8] [9] [10] Therefore, F can be expressed as
where a ¼ A gap =A s .
Here, E gap near is the near electric field amplitude through the nanogap sample, E inc the amplitude of the electric field incident on the nanogap sample, and a the area fraction of the total area of the nanogap, A gap , to the total area of the sample exposed to THz beam, A s . Here, A s is 2 × 2 mm 2 and 1 × 1 mm 2 for R1 and R2, respectively. The field enhancement factor, F is a frequency dependent observable as shown in Fig. 2(b) for R1 and Fig. 2(c) for R2. We obtained a field enhancement of approximately 300 at the resonance frequency, 0.3 THz, for R1 as shown in Fig. 2(b) , while the field enhancement factor for R2 was approximately 100 at the resonance frequency, 1.4 THz, as shown in Fig. 2(c) .
Let us define the THz intensity enhancement factor, η by
The terahertz intensity enhancement factor is 90,000 for resonator R1 at the resonance frequency. This intensity enhancement factor should increase for decreasing gap size 10) by using smaller size QDs. It is important to note that the fraction of the area occupied by the nanogap is only 0.02% of the total area exposed to the THz pulses in the case of R1.
The field absorption enhancement due to an antenna is proportional to the intensity enhancement. 32) More explicitly, the power (P) 32) absorbed by a molecule with dipole moment, μ in the direction of n and the THz intensity in the nanogap, (E) 2 at resonant frequency, ω 0 = 2π f R , is given by
where Im{α} is the imaginary part of the polarizability of the molecule. Molecular vibration in the biomolecules can be excited either by direct absorption or by inelastic scattering. The absorption of photons of a few milli-electronvolts occurs when the difference between vibrational energy level matches with these photons. The selectivity of the absorption is due to the energy of THz pulse matching with the vibration energy of the bio=chemical molecules. The sensitivity of the measurement is augmented due to the enhanced local electric field available near the gap. Therefore, we propose that these terahertz resonators will prove quite useful in sensitive and selective sensing of bio=chemical molecules with resonance absorption frequencies lying within the range of 0.1-2 THz. To calculate the effective mode index (n eff ) of the nanogap, we used the resonance condition for a wave guide system
where λ R is the resonance wavelength of the ring resonator and m is the waveguide mode number. Here, we consider the lowest mode (m = 1) and L is the total length of the resonator. In other words, the effective mode index, n eff of the QDs-nanogap resonator can be expressed as
where f L is calculated as ( f L = c=L), c is the speed of light, and f R the experimentally measured resonance frequency. The calculated effective mode indices for the nanogaps R1 and R2 were found to be 1.43 and 2.68, respectively. These indices for the semi-conducting QDs nanogap are considerably lower than those reported for silver nanogap metamaterials with dielectric spacer (Al 2 O 3 ) 10) having similar length of the nanogap rings.
We also calculated analytically the effective index of the QDs-nanogap (n eff ) using the effective medium approximation, i.e.,
Here, f QDs , f linker , and f air are the volume fractions of the QDs, linker, and air, respectively, while n QD , n linker , and n air are the quasi-static refractive indices of the QDs, linker, and air, respectively. We use the static refractive index of bulk CdSe = 2.41. 33) The refractive index of the linker molecule was taken as 1.5. The volume fraction of QDs inside the nanogap, the linker molecules, and air, were taken as 39, 31, and 30%, respectively. The calculated effective index turned out to be 1.70, which is closer to that measured experimentally for R1, i.e., 1.43. Figure 3 shows a cross sectional view of the two dimensional FDTD simulation of the electric field enhancements inside an infinite silver CdSe QDs silver nanogap slit. To calculate the field enhancement values in the THz regime, a non-uniform grid (minimum grid size: 0.25 nm) at 2 THz was considered. The infinite silver nanoslit was modeled with a nanogap width, 8 nm (5 nm for QDs, 1.5 + 1.5 nm for linker molecules on both sides) and slit thickness was taken to be 200 nm. The Drude parameter was considered for the silver metal with plasma frequency, ω p = 1.37 × 10 4 THz and damping constant, γ = 27.0 THz. The dielectric function, of the CdSe QDs was taken as ¼ 7:5 þ 2i, 34) with the refractive index of the linker molecule as n = 1.5. The substrate was taken to be sapphire with refractive index, n = 3.4. The enhancement factor was calculated by dividing the electric field value in the nanogap of the metamaterials with the incident field value through the bare sapphire substrate. From Fig. 3 we can see that the mean THz F inside the nanogap at the QDs region at 2 THz is found to be F ∼ 51 and therefore, the THz intensity enhancement factor, η = (F ) 2 ∼ 2.6 × 10 3 . The simulated THz, F, is in qualitative agreement with the experimentally measured THz F for R1 at 2 THz [ Fig. 2(c)] .
We have shown experimentally that the QDs-nanogap metamaterials are low index THz nanogap resonators. We measured the giant intensity enhancement factors across the nanogap. Therefore, we propose that these resonators will be suitable for sensing single molecules inside or just above the nanogap. Here, our approach of sensing the molecules using the nanogap takes advantage of the low background transmission due to the small fraction of the nanogaps area compared to the incident beam area. From the resonance behavior of the resonators, we deduced the effective mode indices of the nanogaps. We found that the effective mode indices of the nanogaps with semi-conducting QDs and linker molecules are lower than those with other nanogap materials like Al 2 O 3 .
10) These low index nanogaps of the resonators will help focusing the THz pulses towards the plane of passing and perpendicular to the plane of the metamaterial. Our FDTD simulation result corroborates our experimental observations. We hope that these resonators will be useful in bio=chemical sensors, gain-enhanced antennas, and wave guides.
